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Abstract

Three designs are discussed for controlling loads while rolling for the Active Flexible Wing
(AFW). The goal is to provide good roll control while simultaneously limiting the torsion and
bending loads experienced by the wing. Successful development will allow for lighter wing
structures to be used, with the control system insuring loads remain within allowable limits.
Each controller has been designed for testing in the NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics tunnel
on the Rockwell AFW wind tunnel model

The first design uses LQG/LTR techniques to develop a MIMO controller structure between the
control surfaces and roll rate and four separate torsion loads. The control system consisted of
two parts: The loop controller for stability and a pre-filter which generates load commands as a
function of roll command input to the loop controller for performance. Conversion of the
physical requirements to LQG/LTR design parameters is shown.

The second design uses a nonlinear gearing function imbedding implicit load control information
as an element of a modified SISO controller. While only roll rate has an explicit feedback
mechanism, torsion, bending, and hinge load are controlled through the a priory knowledge of
the model's control surface to roll and load transfer functions. System stability and robustness
are shown by analysis and simulation.

The third design integrates the above RMLA controllers with a high frequency structural mode
controller. Using the same surfaces as the RMLA control, its object is to reduce high frequency
responses caused by the RMLA and to act as a flutter suppression system. The goal is to operate
the integrated controller beyond the model's natural flutter boundary. Design issues of
integrating the RMLA and structural mode controllers are discussed.



Introduction

The Advanced Flexible Wing (AFW) is an aeroservoelastically scaled model of a Rockwell
fighter design. By allowing the wings to be flexible, they may be lighter and the flexibility
exploited for such things as twist and camber control. Additional flexibility, however, reduces
the flutter envelope of the wing and active control schemes may be required to stabilize the wing
modal dynamics. Control systems discussed in this paper cover maneuver, load, and flutter
control systems. An integrated maneuver, load, and flutter controller is a goal of this test
program.

Two roll plus maneuver load control designs are discussed. The first design is based on
LQG/LTR modem control methods to control roll rate and torsion loads at four different wing
locations. The controller is a five input, five output system with 11 internal states. The
controller acts a command tracker, generating surface commands to drive the AFW to the state
requested by the command generator. The command generator works as a prefilter to provide
input signals to the controller corresponding to the desired roll rate and loads profile. With these
two things, the prefilter and the controller, a roll maneuver may be performed with a 40%
reduction in torsion loads on the wing.

The second design uses a nonlinear surface command function to produce surface position
commands as a function of current roll rate and commanded roll rate. It is designed to keep
specified wing loads below some specified value while permitting the greatest possible roll axis
performance. (A conventional control system design would attempt to control the wing loads
continuosly, even when they were well below structural limits. This method degrades roll
performance as some control power is used by the load controller.) This controller, in contrast,
only controls the loads when they reach some threshold, say 80% of structural limits, to permit
the control power to be used for aircraft maneuvers until it is necessary to perform load control.
The trade off for this design method is the controller becomes a nonlinear controller instead of a
linear one with the accompanying increase in design and analysis complexity.

The final design is a flutter suppression control system. This system stabilizes both symmetric
and antisymmetric flutter modes of the AFW. Due to the fact that accelerometers have an output
which is a function of the frequency, load sensors are used to provide the feedback signal. The
control system design is done using classical techniques. An integrated flutter and roll/loads
design is also being developed.

Slide I Description of Control Systems

For a top level design goal, Reducing wing loads while maintaining roll performance is the
objective of the roll controllers. There are two designs to meet this objective: 1) Linear
Feedback (RMLA) using roll rate and load feedback in the controller. This design uses
LQG/LTR modem control techniques as the synthesis method. 2) Feedforward Nonlinear
Optimal using only roll rate feedback for control and having surface command functions
providing load control.

Slide 2 Design Objectives

For both Roll Maneuver designs, similar design goals were used. The stability and time
response goals correspond to the MIL-STD parameters for fighter aircraft. The load control
criteria were chosen to represent a first step to prove the validity of the concept. Higher levels of
load control are achievable at a cost of reduced maneuverability. The robustness criteria is
derived from known measurement uncertainty; plant variations from the analytical models may
well be higher.

Slide 3 Block Diagram of RMLA _ 63



This diagram describes the basic structure used in the RMLA controller. Roll and load
commands go through a pre-filter to provide tracking signals to the RMLA controller. The
controller is a 5 input (roll rate and wing torsion at four locations) 5 output (trailing edge inboard
surfaces together, trailing edge outboard left, trailing edge outboard right, leading edge outboard
left and leading edge outboard right) MIMO design with 11 internal dynamic states (the states do
not necessarily correspond to physical quantities).

Slide 4 Prefilter Design

An integral part of the RMLA controller is the prefilter. The pre-filter's function is to output 5
tracking commands derived from a roll rate input command. The pre-filter output is based on the
open loop dynamics of the AFW. For this design, the roll rate signal was fed directly and the
torsion commands were gain scheduled to the roll rate command.

Slide 5 Linear Performance

A step response to a 1 rad/sec roll rate command shows the good roll rate tracking and load
control of the LQG/LTR RMLA. A command for torsion only shows the decoupling
performance of the controller.

Slide 6 Nonlinear Performance

The response of the AFW+ LQG/LTR RMLA in a complete nonlinear simulation shows the roll
tracking of the LQG/LTR RMLA. A simulation of a 40% load reduction with no change in roll
performance from the nominal case.

Slide 7 LQG/LTR RMLA Summary

The LQG/LTR RMLA controller has achieved the basic design goals. The LQG/LTR RMLA
shows good tracking, channel decoupling, and stability properties.

Slide 8 LQG/LTR RMLA Future Directions

The RMLA controller can be refined in its design by expanding the design to handle non-square
cases. This would allow for inputs to be any combination of control commands and outputs to
be the desired surfaces. The pre-filter may also be improved by designing it as a dynamic model
follower or command generator.

Slide 9 Feedforward Block Diagram

The RMLA Feedforward Nonlinear Optimal Controller block diagram shows how the roll rate
command is input to the control surface functions. The surface functions contain the load
information which provides the load control. The only inputs to this control system are the
commanded roll rate and the actual roll rate. From this information, the surface functions output
surface commands which will produce the desired acceleration about the current roll rate.

Slide 10 Design Method for Feedforward

The design method for the feedforward controller can be stated as 'Control loads only when they
are near limits'. This is accomplished by developing surface control functions by optimization
methods. Using loads as constraints, surface deflections are found which will provide the
desired roll rate and roll acceleration without violating the constraints. The surface functions
will have a linear range where no load constraints have been encountered and a nonlinear range
where constraints are active.

Slide 11 Example of Surface Function

This plot are two views of the control surface functions. Notice the linear region around zero
and the nonlinearities as constraints are encountered. In the 2-d plot, the trailing edge outboard



surfacebecomestheprimaryloadcontrolsurfacewith thetrailingedgeinboardincreasingin
gainto maintainroll performance.Thisfollowsour intuitiveexpectationsasthetrailingedge
outboardsurfaceshavehighloadauthoritybut low roll powerandthetrailingedgeinboard
surfaceshavethehighestroll power.Givenwearetryingto keeptotalsurfacedeflectionsto a
minimum,thispatternmakessense.

Slide 12 Summary of Feedforward Optimal Design

The feedforward optimal controller is capable of maintaining roll performance while controlling
wing loads. An important consideration is the controller is a linear design in term of roll rate and
roll acceleration. A simulation of this controller is currently underway for test this winter.

Slide 13 Flutter Control Block Diagram

Flutter control is used on the AFW to expand the flight envelope while keepingthe low weight,
flexible wings. The flutter control block diagram show how the flutter suppression system is an
integral part of the aircraft dynamics.

Slide 14 Flutter Suppression Control Law

The Rockwell method for flutter design is similar to that employed by NASA except load
sensors were used for feedback instead of accelerometers. This is because load sensors are also
used for the roll control laws and to eliminate the frequency gain of accelerometers.

Slide 15 Combined Maneuver, Flutter, and Load Control

A proposed design for integrated maneuver, flutter, and load control would exploit the frequency
separation between the maneuver dynamics and the flutter dynamics. The controllers will be
designed separately and combined to produce the total controller.

Slide 16 Combined Maneuver, Flutter, and Load Control Block Diagram

The block diagram indicates how each surface command signals would be combined into the
total controller design. Any combination of flutter controller and maneuver/loads controller
could be used in this scheme.

Slide 17 Future of AFW Controls

A goal of this design/testing program is to demonstrate a snap-roll maneuver beyond the flutter
boundary with load reduction. This would open up new areas of performance for aircraft in such
things as weight reduction and improved agility. Additional work is also being done with new
nonlinear controllers to improve the aircraft performance while coping with conflicting control
requirements.
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